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A Note From The Author
This story is a work of fiction, but it was inspired by actual events that happened more than two
decades ago to someone very dear to me. Okay, it wasn't coffee; it was hamburgers. And it
wasn't Los Angeles; it was New York. But "except for the names and a few other changes," as
Neil Diamond once crooned, "the story's the same one."
I'm not famous, which means I've been shielded from fame's brazen glare. But as someone
frequently in the wings, it's been interesting to watch how others react to the degree of celebrity
that someone possesses. Those overlooked by media attention too often forget that those basking
in its so-called warmth are still flesh-and-blood mothers, fathers, daughters, and sons trying to do
the best they can under frequently surreal conditions. They aren't a commodity we are entitled to
spend.
Whether musicians, actors, or politicians, fame—or its antipode, scandal—seems to bring out the
best and worst in people and over the years, I tried countless times to capture those moments
fully, but I could never get the pieces to fit.
However, with the birth of new social behavior norms and a little help from contemporary
technology, I found the story's missing parts. So, now, finally, The Price of a Cup of Coffee has
made its way from my heart to the pages you are now reading. And for that, dear reader, I thank
you immensely. I hold you with the most profound adoration and appreciation I have to offer—
for I am nothing without you.
***
This manuscript would not exist if not for my wonderful editor, Adam H. Douglas.
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Pour toi, mon ami
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Arthur glanced at his feet for a second before standing to his full height. He breathed deep,
feeling the pressure build in his chest. The buttons of his Egyptian, Oxford-weave cotton shirt
strained against the expansion of his chest, flexing more than struggling to cope, much like
Arthur. Exhaling slowly, he counted to eight and felt perspiration begin to collect along his
hairline. He resisted the impulse to run his hand across his forehead. Instead, he held his right
hand with his left at mid-chest height. It was an almost comfortable defense against never really
knowing what to do with his hands when he wasn't holding a microphone.
The velour traveler curtains hung inches from his face, moving almost imperceptibly in the
artificial air conditioning breeze. He could smell the chemical detergents they had used. His
earpiece came alive, buzzing softly, sensually sending fingernail-light vibrations down his neck.
He savored the first tendrils of arousal.
"Live in 30 seconds." The jagged voice in his ear penetrated deep into the moment, shattering
its exquisiteness. All activity behind and around him ceased immediately as a disorienting
silence spread along this side of the curtains. On the other side, the audience bubbled to a near
frenzied pitch. Everything looked and felt brighter, bigger, better than ever. He felt invincible,
unbreakable, and in control. Calm.
The calm before the storm. No, that's not quite right, Arthur thought. The eye of the storm.
"You're on in three…two…" A silent hand began a visual countdown in sync with the voice
in his head. "One."
He took a single steadying breath as fly operators pulled the heavy velour apart, precisely
wide enough for Arthur to step through. He fought the urge to look where he was walking. Five
steps, turn left, two more steps to his mark, all rehearsed to the point of looking natural,
spontaneous.
"Good evening, Los Angeles!" His voice sounded clear and strong, cleaving a path through
the applause and bandstand swell with ease, like a scalpel through supple flesh. "I'm Arthur
Lane, and I am your host for this evening…."
I was born for this.
The last of Arthur's Balvenie Tun began to spill across the marble floor as the Waterford
crystal tipped in his whisky-loosened grasp.
Empty now of its contents, the glass teetered into an uneasy balance between Arthur's thumb
and middle finger, his hand dangling inert from the chair's armrest. Arthur was only vaguely
aware of buzzing. That damned housefly skimmed past his face again toward the ashtray.
Landing at the top of a mountain of cigarette ash, the fly triggered a miniature avalanche that
sent cinders spilling onto the table. The sooty remnants of last night's failed attempt to quell
demons and doubts now crested against the edge of the empty cigarette package.
The glass surrendered to gravity's sway, and the chunky crystal landed with a heavy, sick
thud that dragged Arthur back to the present. His eyes began to focus involuntarily. He could see
the fly now, greedily rubbing his hands.
"Enjoy yourself, buddy," Arthur mumbled. "Those butts would have brought a small fortune
on eBay. They're worthless now," he coughed, his tongue thick and his mouth dry. "Unless I
die."
They'd like that.
His body protested his efforts to sit up. He settled for a slouch, his bristly chin coming to rest
on his chest as he squinted at the remote in his hand. "Masters should be on now," he informed
the fly as he flicked through several channels.
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He expected to see Matsuyama or Zalatoris, but instead, his own face grinned back at him
from “Wife After Death,” a rom-com he made in the aughts. The remote felt slick in his hands as
he clumsily increased the volume. "You gotta come with me," young Arthur petitioned the
female lead, a pretty blonde the tabloids said he was dating. "What else you got to do? Gonna sit
around and let the rest of your life pass you by?" Young Arthur reached for her, a twinkle—a
goddamned twinkle—in his eyes.
Present-day Arthur hurled the remote at the screen, but it fell short of doing damage by at
least a foot.
His anger fizzled as he pulled himself to his feet and stumble-plodded to the T.V., turning it
off, kicking the remote against the wall for safekeeping. "You would have been better off if you
had let life pass you by," Arthur muttered to himself as he made his way to the bathroom.
He leaned in, studying his reflection, searching for signs of his former self. "A goddamned
fucking twinkle," he said, shaking his head.
He felt his bladder threatening to give way as he lifted the toilet seat. At $400 a bottle, this is
one fucking expensive piss. He laughed to himself; it was the first time he'd laughed all year.

****
Arthur sat drinking orange juice and reading a foreign news website in his sunny, southern
California kitchen.
He stopped reading U.S. papers last year. They still focused on him, and unexpectedly seeing
your name was a punch to the gut he could no longer stomach. They didn't really care so much in
England anymore. Asia never really cared about him in the first place.
Arthur was no longer famous, infamous perhaps. But sometimes, he was simply quietly
ignored. On good days, strangers allowed him unobstructed passage through his regular lawyer
meetings and mandatory counseling sessions. There was still the occasional autograph request,
but he was more hesitant these days. He couldn't shake the feeling that whatever he signed might
be used against him in some manner. Or what if he said something they misconstrued? He didn't
touch anyone anymore. Even a handshake could mean seeing his name dragged through tabloid
headlines again.
Inge ran errands for him. It wasn't part of her original job description, but she said she didn't
mind. Last Christmas he had to give her a bonus because she wouldn't accept a raise for the extra
work. Inge isn't famous; no one notices her. There's no value to a photo of her buying condoms,
despite her greying hair and laundry-roughened hands. Arthur smiled, imagining the headlines if
he walked into a drugstore and bought condoms and lube. I'd be crucified before dinner. Not that
he had much need for either these days. Want, yes.
"Hey, you got the cookies!" Arthur's excitement was small but genuine. Inge smiled,
remembering her late young son's enthusiasm for the same sweet snacks. She sees so much of
Charles in Arthur. She imagines they would have been good friends had Charles survived his
final round of chemotherapy. It had been around the time Arthur was reportedly dating the romcom blonde. "Of course.” Inge answered, “I ordered them special for you."
Arthur grabbed a handful of the small cookies and shoved them into his mouth. "So good,"
he said, through chipmunk-plump cheeks. Inge smiled, pushing the bowl toward him. "Go on,
take a few more," she encouraged as he turned to leave. "You're too thin."
He willingly obliged and grabbed another handful before heading to his study. Mothers
everywhere always think sons everywhere are too thin. It doesn't matter how old we are or
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whether we're even their child. Arthur squeezed more cookies into his mouth, crumbs trailing
behind him as if he needed to find his way back out of the forest.
He wanted to try writing something again today. He tried yesterday, but the words still
wouldn't come. Have I run out of words? He looked around the room, walls ornate with awards
and accolades, and memories framed in gold and chrome—his mentor, his mother, a letter from
President Carter. His gaze traveled over trinkets and tchotchkes, book spines, and Capote's old
Smith Corona typewriter that he’d won in a poker game from Shirley MacLaine. Finally, he
stared at the blank computer screen. Google Docs seemed to chastise him for its continued
desolation. He wanted to say so much, to excise it, but something stood between his heart and the
page. He couldn't find his way through.
"Do you want me to get you a coffee?" Inge asked as she carried a basket of fresh laundry
toward Arthur's bedroom.

****
The simple act of getting a cup of coffee used to be so frustrating, especially when Arthur
was filming. Fans always knew his daily call time, no matter how closely they guarded it. His
fanbase always seemed to know where he was going and when he'd be there. Sometimes, it felt
like they knew before he did.
When they were filming “Faultlines” in Costa Mesa, he liked to walk the last few blocks to
the soundstage. He had finally achieved the illusion of feeling entirely alone, despite being
flanked by two ex-Marine bodyguards. Betty hired them after a stalker broke into his home and
stole his father's ashes during the first season. He would grab a coffee at Peter & Pascale's, a
small French cafe he routinely visited before the show hit, and before fans collected in clumps
and clods, seeking selfies and autographs.
Most times, it was easier to stop for five minutes, say hello and sign another “Vector Prime”
movie poster. "Hey, Arthur! How about a selfie too?" (aka, "We need proof of authenticity to get
the best price at collectible fairs.”)
He often thought about all those little pieces of paper he signed. What happens when I have
no little pieces left to give?
If he was being honest, though, it was still kind of fun. Even though covering up black
Sharpie ink always earned a chastising stare from his make-up team.
Inside the cafe, Peter would laugh, handing him his coffee—ready and waiting. French roast,
strong, double cream (real cream–that light stuff is shit, n'est pas!), and one sugar.
"It's a circus." Arthur apologized.
Peter dismissed Arthur's attempt to pay with a brusque wave of his hand. "They are very
good for business, mon ami," he smiled, nodding in their direction. "They come in for coffee and
sandwiches while they wait for you. I tell them we are friends, show them where you sit and read
your script. They stay longer and spend more money." Peter's deep, inviting laugh was steeped in
summers fishing the waters that hug Belle-Île-en-Mer's rugged coastline. It soothed Arthur like a
warm embrace in an April rainstorm. He felt welcome here, not because of his fame, but despite
it.
"I have something to show you," Peter said, heading toward the back of the cafe. "Come.
Come." Arthur glanced at his watch and did a quick calculation. Seven minutes to call time.
"What do you think?" Peter asked.
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Arthur was speechless upon seeing the private enclave his friend had erected for him. Peter
had converted a storage closet into a mini private-dining area complete with a half curtain
hanging from the ceiling. Letters sewn on the curtain read: Peter&Pascales.com–Reserved For
#ArthurLane.
"Now, you have a place. You can just sit. You can eat. You can read. Whatever you want. It
is your place." Peter's face radiated his pride and joy.
I have a place.

****
He had spent most of the afternoon up until closing, talking with Elijah at Peter's cafe about
everything, about nothing. Elijah spoke fondly of growing up on his aunt's Idaho farm, his
scholarship to UCLA for creative writing, and his big plans to write the next great American
novel.
Arthur was bewitched, spellbound by Elijah's honesty, youth, and ease of living in his own
skin. He hadn't inquired about industry people Arthur knew or worked with. He didn't want an
autograph or a selfie. He hadn't even asked for Arthur's phone number—but admitted relief when
Arthur dialed his private number from his cell.
Arthur's heart was light. He was three seasons into “Faultlines,” an international hit series,
had a good group of friends he could count on (creating the family he craved since childhood),
and a potential new boyfriend who didn't seem to be bothered by what he did for a living.
Turning off his phone, he decided to walk the almost three-mile hike back to Newport Beach.
Being alone with just his thoughts and the sweet smell of late autumn apples crisping in the cool
night air was a much too-infrequent guilty pleasure.
"Where the hell have you been?" Betty practically screamed as Arthur answered the landline
in his office. "Why didn't you answer your goddamned phone? I've been trying to call you all
night."

****
He still wasn't exactly sure how he'd landed here; it had all happened so fast—the interview,
the rumors, the documentary, the ranch, the court case. Legally, he was innocent. He'd been
acquitted of everything they threw at him. Most of the original rumors and allegations had grown
to such comical, top-heavy proportions that they ultimately collapsed in on themselves. The few
remaining defamations swirled at the taunting edge, ready to slide down the drain into oblivion
—never quite reaching escape velocity. They were so hazy and ephemeral he couldn't disprove
them, their imputation inextinguishable.
In the beginning, it was the silence that threatened to do him in. Overnight, friends and
colleagues Arthur had known and loved for decades erased him from their lives, as easily as they
deleted his photos from their Facebook posts and his number from their phones.
He couldn't count how often he had written a carefully worded text, ultimately unable to hit
“send.” He'd never see Elijah again; Elijah was a civilian. That was the problem with this shit
show of an industry. Only those in the business really understood the business, but you couldn't
live a normal life if you were both in the business.
Elijah's text had shaken him deeply. He wasn't prepared for it. It took him three days to
respond.
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It was the first professional interest anyone had shown in two years. Arthur had never
appeared in a commercial or a student film despite nearly a quarter of a century as a working
actor. But, the times, they were indeed a-changing.
The script was excellent. Arthur's role was small, just a day's shooting, but it was so good to
see Elijah again. There were two other actors involved in the production. Both were polite but
kept their distance. They held their own against him in shared scenes, and he expected to see
them in bigger productions soon. Arthur silently offered a prayer to gods he no longer held that
his participation wouldn't slow down their professional trajectory.
"Thanks for this." Elijah extended his hand as Arthur packed his belongings into his
knapsack. There were no personal assistants anymore, and the unfamiliarity of such a basic task
left him feeling unsteady.
"Don't worry if you forget something." Elijah consoled. "I can bring it over." Arthur thought
he saw something in his friend's smile. Unable to find the right words, Arthur said nothing and
turned his attention back to his bag.
"I'll let you know when it's ready. You can attend our screening." Elijah spoke again with
ease. "Only if you want to, though." He offered it as an afterthought. Arthur nodded, walking
away from the makeshift production trailer. His bag felt heavy, and his feet hurt. The shoes he'd
worn all day had been a size too small, but there was no budget for a larger pair.
Arthur instinctively looked around the parking lot as if expecting to see a black Mercedes
waiting to ferry him to La Bistro for dinner with friends. Instead, Arthur unchained his bike from
the rack, banded his pant leg, and headed home.
Peter & Pascale's sailed by on his right.
"Bienvenue, mon ami," Peter called out from the kitchen in response to the small bell above
the door. "I'll be with you in a moment."
Arthur stood in the warmth of the entrance, allowing the familiar redolence of strong French
coffee and freshly baked bread to wash over him.
"A coffee, please," Arthur smiled as his friend came into view. Peter stopped abruptly then
reached toward the stack of takeaway cups. "I'll stay," Arthur said, placing a crumpled fivedollar bill on the immaculate counter. He unhooked his helmet and cradled it protectively. Peter
hesitated before moving toward the porcelain cups.
Arthur settled into a small table beside the open window as Peter brought the coffee.
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"How's it been?" Arthur asked, his eyes tired but bright.
"We're surviving," Peter replied matter-of-factly, heading back into the kitchen.
Arthur sipped the bitter, black coffee, wincing at its unanticipated bite. He thought about
asking for cream but decided against it.
A sudden blur of movement outside the cafe caught Arthur's eye. A woman, late teens or
early twenties in jeans and a t-shirt, walked past the big window. She seemed to turn toward
Arthur.
Relax, he reminded himself. Just some kid on her way to someplace. Not everything is about
you. He laughed at his arrogance. Or was this paranoia?
But after a minute or two, she walked back. She stopped, this time deliberately looking at
Arthur. He put his sunglasses on despite the overcast sky. He was bent over removing his leg
band when the bell above the cafe door rang out.
"Bienvenue, mon amie." Peter's friendly voice welcomed the new patron.
"Um, yeah," she glanced nervously at Arthur. "Can I get a coffee?"
Shit.
"Of course, mon amie. Take a seat. I'll bring it to you. I will brew a new pot; this one is old."
She carefully evaluated the cafe's six tables. Eventually, she selected a seat facing Arthur,
just off to his left side, and pulled out her phone.
She has an unobstructed view.
She forced a strained smile in Arthur's direction.
Is she texting someone?
She began to scroll.
It doesn't look like she's taking photos.
She looked up from her phone.
Arthur still had his copy of the script in his bag. He pulled it out and feigned reading. Why
risk it? He hoped to ruin any potential photos without looking too deliberate.
Maybe I really am just paranoid?
She had neglected to turn down her phone's volume, and the camera shutter sound seemed to
peal in the small cafe like a Notre Dame's bell.
"Well, that's gonna look like shit," she grumbled.
Soon after, someone approached the outside of the cafe window in a half-hearted attempt at
being covert. Arthur wouldn't have noticed the man if he hadn't carried a camera with an F2.8
zoom lens—a paparazzi special.
"Your coffee, and please enjoy a hot croissant on the house because you had to wait for the
coffee," Peter apologized, placing the food on her table.
The butter-sweet aroma hit Arthur, stabbing his salivary glands.
Outside the cafe, the photographer stepped forward, lining Arthur up in his camera's
viewfinder, like a hunter sighting his target in the crosshairs, before triggering a fusillade of
rapid clicks.
Peter stared at Arthur, who offered a humble, irenic smile in response.
"Get out of here." Peter screamed at the cameraman, "This is private property!" He closed the
window and pulled the shade.
Arthur's throat tightened, and he swallowed hard.
He couldn't remember the last time someone had shown him such simple kindness or
compassion. The unexpected onset of emotion surprised and overwhelmed his attempt to speak.
"Peter, I…"
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I am still welcome here.
"Drink your coffee and go." Peter declared rather than asked.
"I... thought…" Arthur stammered. Peter's black eyes darkened as he caught Arthur's
meaning.
"You thought wrong." Peter bit back, reaching into his pocket and pulling out Arthur's
payment. "Take this and get the hell out!" Peter slammed the five-dollar note on the table,
sending coffee crashing to the floor.
Arthur noticed the cafe's sole other patron recording a video of the entire episode on her
phone.
She'll have a million views before I get home.
He thought of Elijah's film. His thesis.
What will this cost him?
Arthur struggled to put on his mask, but his hands shook so badly he couldn't get the ear strap
in place. Finally, he had no choice but to take a moment and close his eyes, hoping a deep breath
really would help calm the rising anxiety like his psychiatrist kept promising.
He looked up at Peter, unable to speak, his heart pounding in his throat.
"And don't even think about coming back,” Peter threatened. “I can't afford to have anyone
see you here."
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